
                                     FRAME RELAY
Frame Relay is a high-performance WAN protocol that operates at the physical and Data Link layers of the OSI

 

reference model.  X.25 has several disadvantages so Frame Relay was invented.  Frame Relay is a  wide-area

 

network with the following features: 

1. Frame Relay operates at a higher speed (1.544 Mbps and recently 44.376 Mbps).  This means that it can

 

easily be used instead of a mesh of T-I or T-3 lines. 
2. Frame Relay operates in just the physical and data link layers. This means it can easily be used as a

 

backbone network to provide services to protocols that already have a network layer protocol, such as

 

the Internet. 
3. Frame Relay allows bursty data. 
4. Frame Relay allows a frame size of 9000 bytes, which can accommodate all local- area network frame

 

sizes. 
5. Frame Relay is less expensive than other traditional WANs. 
6. Frame Relay has error detection at the data link layer only. There is no flow control or error control.

 

There is not even a retransmission policy if a frame is damaged; it is silently dropped. Frame Relay was

 

designed in this  way to  provide fast  transmission  capability  for  more reliable  media  and for  those

 

protocols that have flow and error control at the higher layers. 

Frame Relay Operation:
When carriers use Frame Relay to interconnect LANs, a router on each LAN is the DTE. A serial connection,

 

such as a T1/E1 leased line, connects the router to the Frame Relay switch of the carrier at the nearest point-of-
presence (POP) for the carrier. The Frame Relay switch is a DCE device. Network switches move frames from

 

one DTE across the network and deliver frames to other DTEs by way of DCEs. 

Fig: Frame Relay Operation



Virtual Circuits :
The connection through a Frame Relay network between two DTEs is called a virtual circuit (VC). The circuits  
are virtual because there is no direct electrical connection from end to end. The connection is logical, and data  
moves from end to end, without a direct electrical circuit. With VCs, Frame Relay shares the bandwidth among 
multiple users and any single site can communicate with any other single site without using multiple dedicated  
physical lines. 

There are two ways to establish VCs: 
Permanent Virtual Circuit(PVC):
A source and a destination may choose to have a permanent virtual circuit (PVC). In this case, the connection 
setup is simple. The corresponding table entry is recorded for all switches by the administrator (remotely and  
electronically, of course).  An outgoing DLCI is given to the source, and an incoming DLCI is given to the  
destination.  PVC connections  have  two  drawbacks.  First,  they  are  costly  because  two  parties  pay  for  the  
connection all the time even when it is not in use. Second, a connection is created from one source to one single 
destination. If a source needs connections with several destinations, it needs a PVC for each connection PVCs, 
permanent virtual circuits, are preconfigured by the carrier, and after they are set up, only operate in DATA 
TRANSFER and IDLE modes. Note that some publications refer to PVCs as private Vcs. 

Switched Virtual-circuit(SVC):
An alternate approach is the switched virtual circuit (SVC). The SVC creates a temporary, short connection that  
exists only when data are being transferred between source and destination. SVCs, switched virtual circuits, are 
established dynamically by sending signaling messages to the network (CALL SETUP, DATA TRANSFER, 
IDLE, CALL TERMINATION). 

DLCI (Data link connection identifier):
Frame Relay is a virtual circuit network. A virtual circuit in Frame Relay is identified by a number called a data  
link connection identifier (DLCI). DLCI values typically are assigned by the Frame Relay service provider (for 
example, the telephone company). Usually, DLCIs 0 to 15 and 1008 to 1023 are reserved for special purposes. 
Therefore, service providers typically assign DLCIs in the range of 16 to 1007.  Frame Relay DLCIs have local 



significance,  which  means  that  the  values  themselves  are  not  unique  in  the  Frame  Relay  WAN.  A DLCI 
identifies a VC to the equipment at an endpoint. A DLCI has no significance beyond the single link. Two devices 
connected by a VC may use a different DLCI value to refer to the same connection. 

Frame Relay Layers:
Frame Relay operates at the physical layer and the Data link layer. 
Physical Layer 
No specific protocol is defined for the physical layer in Frame Relay. Instead, it is left to the implementer to use  
whatever is available. Frame Relay supports any of the protocols recognized by ANSI. 
Data Link Layer 
At the data link layer, Frame Relay uses a simple protocol that does not support flow or error control. It only has  
an error detection mechanism. Figure blow shows the format of a Frame Relay frame. The address field defines 
the DLCI as well as some bits used to control congestion. 

Flag Information   FCS     Flag  Address

  DLCI   C/R  EA     DLCI  FECN   BECN   DE      EA

  8 bits 16 bits            Variable             16 bits 8bits

   6 bits          1bit       1bit       4 bits            1bit   1bit   1bit          1bit

Fig:Frame Relay Frame Format

C/R: Command/response 
EA: Extended address 
FECN: Forward explicit congestion notification 
BECN: Backward explicit congestion notification 
DE: Discard eligibility 
DLCI: Data link connection identifier 

Address (DLCI) field. The first 6 bits of the first byte makes up the first part of the DLCI. The second part of
the DLCI uses the first 4 bits of the second byte. These bits are part of the 10-bit data link connection identifier
defined by the standard. 

Command/response (CIR). The command/response (C/R) bit is provided to allow upper layers to identify a
frame as either a command or a response. It is not used by the Frame Relay protocol. 

Extended address (EA). The extended address (EA) bit indicates whether the current byte is the final byte of
the address. An EA of 0 means that another address byte is to follow. An EA of 1 means that the current byte is
the final one. 

Forward explicit congestion notification (FECN). The forward explicit congestion notification (FECN) bit can
be set by any switch to indicate that traffic is congested. This bit informs the destination that congestion has
occurred. In this way, the destination knows that it should expect delay or a loss of packets. 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Backward explicit congestion notification (BECN). The backward explicit congestion notification (BECN) bit 
is set (in frames that travel in the other direction) to indicate a congestion problem in the network. This bit  
informs the sender that congestion has occurred. In this way, the source knows it needs to slow down to prevent  
the loss of packets .

Discard eligibility (DE). The discard eligibility (DE) bit indicates the priority level of the frame. In emergency 
situations, switches may have to discard frames to relieve bottlenecks and keep the network from collapsing due  
to overload. When set (DE 1), this bit tells the network to discard this frame if there is congestion. This bit can 
be set either by the sender of the frames (user) or by any switch in the network. 

FRADs 
To  handle  frames  arriving  from  other  protocols,  Frame  Relay  uses  a  device  called  a  Frame  Relay 
assembler/disassembler (FRAD). A FRAD assembles and disassembles frames coming from other protocols to  
allow them to be carried by Frame Relay frames. A FRAD can be implemented as a separate device or as part of  
a switch. 

VOFR 
Frame Relay networks offer an option called Voice Over Frame Relay (VOFR) that sends voice through the 
network. Voice is digitized using PCM and then compressed. The result is sent as data frames over the network.  
This feature allows the inexpensive sending of voice over long distances. However, note that the quality of voice 
is not as good as voice over a circuit-switched network such as the telephone network. Also, the varying delay  
mentioned earlier sometimes corrupts real-time voice .

 Local Management Information (LMI )
Frame Relay was originally designed to provide PVC connections. There was not, therefore, a provision for  
controlling or managing interfaces. Local Management Information (LMI) is a protocol added recently to the  
Frame Relay protocol to provide more management features. In particular, LMI can provide :

• A keep-alive mechanism to check if data are flowing. 
• A multicast mechanism to allow a local end system to send frames to more than one remote end system. 
• A mechanism to allow an end system to check the status of  a  switch (e.g.,  to  see if  the  switch is  

congested). 
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